
BLUE WATERS VILLA -  DESPERADO 
Blue Waters, St, George, Antigua

US$ 12,000 per month

5 5

Blue Waters Villa is located atop a hillside overlooking the beach and
the acclaimed Blue Waters Resort&amp; Spa. The panoramic Ocean views
allow you to enjoy gentle trade winds, stunning sunsets and endless
sunny days which give this contemporary five-bedroom home its edge.

Each of the five bedrooms are generous in size and include en-suite
bathrooms. The master suite boasts an enormous en-suite with two
side-by- side rainfall showers, a skylight and windows looking out
over the sea. There are two extensive his and hers walk-in closets
with adequate storage for clothes, shoes and accessories.

This villa boasts a Modern design with an open floor plan which
includes a beautiful Chefs kitchen with an extensive centre island,
stylish dark rich cabinets and is fully equipped with appliances.
There is a dining area off to the side with a table for eight.

Steps away is the sunken living area which has dark colored leather
sofas and a large flat screen TV. Its high vaulted ceilings together
with the large picture windows and huge glass pocket doors frame and
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take advantage of the stunning ocean and garden views as well as allow
an abundance of natural light in. It is the same large glass pocket
doors that lead from the living area onto a large sleekly furnished
veranda which gives you access to the stunning infinity pool and its
amazing views of the ocean.

The blue waters villa merges the contemporary style with the
outstanding views of the Caribbean seamlessly which gives you the best
of both worlds, the fact that the beach is just a stone throw away
makes this villa the ideal choice when visiting Antigua.




